Gokaraju Rangaraju Institute of Engineering and Technology
Team Spirals 2019-20
Team Spirals is a literature club at GRIET that creates over-all development of
the student in order to manage the ever changing corporate style without losing
the values and to develop the required skill.
Events conducted:
SPIREELS 21/12/2019
Spireels, a writing/narrative fan fiction event was conducted by Team Spirals, the
literary club of the college. The event is mainly focussed on the spontaneity and
creativity of the students. This event gave a platform to the participants to
showcase their inventive and narrative skills in themselves.

WINGS OF WISDOM 26/10/19
Wings of Wisdom, basically was an interactive session conducted by Team Spirals
on the occasion of DR.APJ Abdul Kalam.The event had JAM sessions conducted on
Abdul Kalam sir's life, later carried with a debate on Impact of Science
&Technology.The active speakers were recognised and then were given merit
certificates.

GRIET MUN 11/10/19 to 12/10/19
GRIET MUN 2019,is the first edition of MUN conducted in GRIET.
It had 3 committees: UNHRC,DISEC,LOK SABHA.The event started with an opening
ceremony addressed by all the higher authorities of GRIET.The first day essentially
had the introduction of committees to the participants by EB, followed by the
discussions.The Second day had the continuation of the discussions and the
essential was passing of resolutions.The event was then concluded with a closing
ceremony where the Best delegates and Delegations were awarded

SAHAYA NGO STUDENT TEACHING ACTIVITY 17/9/19
17th, September, 2019 Team Spirals in collaboration with Sahaya, an NGO
encourages its members and other students of GRIET to take interactive sessions
in a nearby government school. A group of 3 members took session in ZHPS,
Shamshiguda. The students were received by Sahaya volunteers, given
instructions,ideas on how to handle the students and to interact with them. This
also helped us improve our speaking and presentation skills.Interacting with them
and making them feel. comfortable with the language was fun. It was a very nice
experience on the whole.

IMPROVACT 20/7/2019
Improvact 2019, the second edition of the event was conducted by Team
Spirals.The participants were divided into 13 teams.It’s an event comprised of 2
rounds. In the first round each team was given a riddle to solve and based on the
their solving speed, the participating teams were allowed to pick a genre and set
of dialogues from the 3 languages English,Telugu& Hindi . The participants were
later given sufficient time to write a skit connecting their genre and set of
diaogues and then enacted them.The skits were judged by both a panel of judges
and the participating teams. The 2 winning teams were rewarded with Merit
certificates.By participating in the event,the students get an opportunity to
enhance their spontaneity, creativity and also improvise their communication and
acting skills.

SESSIONS BY SPIRALS 10/02/2020 to 13/02/2020
Sessions by Team Spirals is nothing but a plethora of literature activities
conducted especially for the first years. Through many interactive activities like 2way jam, Hangman, Debates, Pictionary,5 clues guess the word etc. the students
were able to showcase their soft skills. The sessions provided a platform where it

tested the skills of students in domains of public speaking and literature and
hence highlighted its importance.

GRIET PARLIAMENT 14/03/2020
GRIET PARLIAMENT, a mock parliamentary debate event conducted by 'Team
Spirals'.
GP is replication of live model of parliament in which proceedings of the
parliament are enacted. It is to promote better understanding about the working
of the government and it's decision making process.
The discussed bills in GP were:
1.Muncipalization of education
2.The Reservation Amendment bill
GP gave a platform for the participants to debate and explore the pursuit of
dispute.GP mainly focused on the spontaneity of the participants, and also to
develop in them respect and tolerance for the views of others.It also focused to
build understanding among the participants that emphasizes respect for rules
which are essential for conducting the proceedings systematically and effectively.

PANORAMIC PANDEMIC 01/04/2020 to 06/04/2020
Panoramic Pandemic is anE-event conducted by SPIRALS. The team conducted an
online poll on various topics with regard to the current matter of concern-COVID19. The aim of the event was to understand the mindset of people while also
educating them about the virus. The questions connected the What when and
how of the virus with the disastrous impact it’s having on the world. The club also
posted book-reviews, artworks and joyful images (i.e. memes) during this period
of 6-days. The results collected from the event were used to better help the
society. Overall the audience had a fun and informative week while taking the
poll.

